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Close Test for Bank Exams (IBPS Clerk Pre, SBI Clerk Pre, 

RRB, IBPS PO Pre & SBI PO Pre) 

Close Test Quiz 16 

Directions (1 to 10) : In the following passage there are blanks, each of 

which has been numbered. These members are printed below the 

passage and against each, five words are suggested, one of which fits 

the blank appropriately. Find out the appropriate words. 

Chinese officials have (1) __ that they will try to use quotes for certain garments to 

push their (2) __ into the production of, say, more expensive shirts and away from T-

shirts. This trend (3) __ started with Bangladesh already (4) __ as a big T-shirt 

manufacture. Just as quotes on Japanese cars in the 1980s resulted (5) __ Japanese 

manufactures like toyota and Honda (6) __ luxury lines and challenging Detroit in a 

more profitable market, Chinese companies have been (7) __ their sights on the 

market for (8) __ fashionable apparel and are expected to (9) __ European and 

American producers even more directly in years to (10) __. 

 Questions: 

1. Solve as per the DIRECTION given above: 

A. ascertained     B. ordered     C. introduced     D. challenged     E. said 

2. Solve as per the DIRECTION given above: 

A. embroiders     B. manufactures     C. enemies     D. vendors     E. customers 

3. Solve as per the DIRECTION given above: 

A. has     B. having     C. once     D. if     E. how 

4. Solve as per the DIRECTION given above: 

A. waging     B. erowining     C. emerging     D. branded     E. claiming 



 

 

5. Solve as per the DIRECTION given above: 

A. by     B. against     C. from     D. in     E. with 

6. Solve as per the DIRECTION given above: 

A. acquiring     B. introducing     C. buying     D. driving     E. recognizing 

7. Solve as per the DIRECTION given above: 

A. fetching     B. producing     C. setting     D. visualizing     E. finding 

8. Solve as per the DIRECTION given above: 

A. less     B. severely     C. heavy     D. negligibly     E. more 

9. Solve as per the DIRECTION given above: 

A. challenge     B. prevent     C. grab       D. employ     E. face 

10. Solve as per the DIRECTION given above: 

A. decide     B. expect     C. happen     D. come     E. begin  



 

 

Correct Answers: 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

E B B C D B C E A D 
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